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ABSTRACT 

This CRADA has combined the resources of a national laboratory and an innovative small 
company to evaluate and refine a revolutionary system for testing aspheric optics. This system 
uses special computer-generated holograms (CGHs), known as diffractive null correctors (DNCs), 
to achieve versatile and reliable measurements of aspheric optical components. The hardware is 
specifically designed to be compatible with existing test equipment common to most optical 
manufacturers. 

Traditionally, the high costs associated with testing aspheric components have significantly 
limited their use. Through the activities of this C W A  Diffraction International has been able to 
commercialize a novel testing system that enables optics manufacturers to test aspheric optical 
components using their existing interferometric test equipment. As a result, the benefits of 
aspheric optical systems (high performance, compact size, and light weight) can be realized in new 
applications where cost has previously been prohibitive. 

industry at an attractive price. This product effectively reduces the entry level cost of testing 
aspheric optics with CGHs by an order of magnitude. The low cost hardware is backed with the 
support of world class expertise in the design and application of CGHs for aspheric testing. The 
combination will significantly advance the state of the art in aspheric optical testing equipment 
available to optics manufacturers. 

The Diffraction International “CGH Null Adapter” is available to the optics manufacturing 
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1. OBJECTIVES OFTEIE CRADA 

Aspheric optical surfaces have long been recognized for their ability to improve system 
performance and reduce system complexity. The overwhelming expense of making and testing 
them, however, has made these advantages irrelevant for most applications. In recent years, 
computer-controlled manufacturing techniques such as single point diamond turning and 
computer-controlled polishing have reduced aspheric manufacturing costs. Unfortunately, testing 
technology has lagged behind and remains a significant cost driver. 

The development of computer generated holograms (CGHs) removed much of the 
uncertainty associated with testing aspheric optics. This technology is now considered the most 
reliable in the world for testing aspheric optics. CGH technology was, after all, relied upon for the 
final test of the corrective optics for the Hubble Space Telescope. A stronger testimony to the 
value of this technology cannot be conceived. 

organizations with the necessary technical and financial resources to apply the technology. 
Previous implementations of the technology have required purchases of expensive specialized 
systems or expensive modifications of existing systems. The primary objective of this C W A  
has been to make the technology accessible to and affordable for the optics manufacturing sector at 
large, by providing the technology in an inexpensive implementation compatible with existing test 
equipment. 

Despite their reliability, the use of CGHs for aspheric testing has been limited to a very few 

2. ASSURANCE THAT THE CRADA OBJECTIVES HAVE BEEN MET 

All of the tasks described under the Scope of Work in the original Statement of Work 
(SOW) have been performed. The original scope of work was exceeded, to the extent that three 
optics were tested (rather than two as stated in the SOW) and it became possible to repeat all of the 
CGH tests and corroborative tests using a second (different type) interferometer. 

The CGH Null Adapter was evaluated and enhanced through this CRADA and is available 
as a commercialized product that is presently being used at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
The ORNL personnel involved have previously evaluated every technology available for testing 
aspheric optics, as part of a large program to reduce the cost of manufacturing Strategic Defense 
Initiative (SDI) optics. During that multi-year SDI-sponsored ORNL program, reliable CGH 
testing technology could not be implemented for under $100,000. By commercializing this once 
esoteric technology, the CGH Null Adapter reduces the entry level cost of reliable CGH testing to 
under $10,000. 

For a more detailed discussion of the significance of this CRADA and the objectives 
achieved, see Appendix A, “Affordable Aspheric Testing Comes to Light.” 
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3. BENEFITS TO DOE AND OAK FUDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY 

DOE has benefitted from this CRADA by participating in the commercialization of a 
technology that will significantly reduce the cost of aspheric optics manufacturing. The resulting 
benefits to DOE will accrue in programs requiring the use of aspheric optical elements. The 
demonstration of this technology within ORNL has enabled the technology to be tested and 
validated for application to existing and emerging DOE programs. These benefits are best 
explained in a previously generated document, Appendix B, “Cooperative Research Brings 
Advanced Optical Testing Technology to Market and to DOE Missions.” 

4. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF WORK ACCOMPLISHED 

Closely following the task statements in the SOW, the CR4DA was executed in a manner 
that culminated in a very complete conference publication (Appendix C, “Figure Metrology of 
Deep General Aspherics Using a Conventional Interferometer with CGH Null”). The type of 
optics to be tested and testing philosophy were jointly determined. The first two optics were 
diamond turned paraboloids, one a commercially available off-axis segment, the other an on-axis 
paraboloid manufactured by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Mounting hardware for the optics 
was prepared and the CGHs for the two optics were designed. 

The mounting and alignment hardware for the CGH components was designed and 
manufactured, the CGHs were mounted and aligned after they were manufactured. The optics 
were tested first using the CGH Null Adapter and then using autocollimating test configurations. 
The autocollimating test makes the paraboloid the easiest asphere to test without a null lens and is 
the reason that paraboloids were selected as the test optics for this CRADA. After completing the 
tests with the first interferometer, a Twyman Green configuration (manufactured by Breault 
Research Organization), they were tested with a second system, a Fizeau configuration 
(manufactured by Zygo). 

Test results were analyzed jointly as the tests were conducted. In some cases discoveries 
were made during the testing that significantly affected the design or application of future CGH 
correctors. A novel technique for aligning off-axis aspheres to the CGH Null Adapter was 
developed at Oak Ridge (based partially on observations developed during alignment of previous 
off-axis systems). There was a discovery of adverse seasonal temperature effects (imposed by the 
Minnesota winter) on shipped optics - this resulted in a change in manufacturing processes that 
corrected the problem. Identification of the desired diffracted order and spatial filtering to 
eliminate the undesired diffracted orders were topics that resulted in greater product 
understanding, modified CGH corrector design philosophy, and an appreciation of performance 
variations between different optical test instruments. 

During evaluation of the test results it was determined that testing a third optic, a custom 
made off-axis paraboloidal segment, would provide essential insight into the performance of the 
CGH Null Adapter with off-axis segments. This optic had been previously characterized and 
determined to have minimal errors, making comparison of data sets more meaningful. Because the 
tests of the first two optics had proceeded without any significant technical problems, it was 
determined that this optic could be added to the test set without additional cost. 

The details of the CGH Null Adapter design and application, CGH corrector designs, 
comparison of test results and tolerance analysis were presented at the SPIE Annual Meeting and 
published in the proceedings (No. SPIE 2536-13). This detailed treatment of the CRADA 
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activities can be found in Appendix C, a pre-print of the SPIE conference proceedings paper 
“Figure Metrology of Deep General Aspherics Using a Conventional Interferometer with CGH 
~uii.77 

5. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSIDERATIONS 

There are patents pending on the CGH Null Adapter. These are the intellectual property of 
Diffraction International, Ltd., and were filed prior to the formation of the CRADA. No 
proprietary data were supplied to ORNL during the course of the CRADA. No protected CRADA 
information developed during the course of this CRADA, and no inventions were developed by 
either party as a result of the CRADA activities. 

6. ASSESSMENT OF COMMERCIALIZATION POSSIBILITIES 

The CGH Null Adapter is commercially available and is being supplied to industry. See 
Diffraction International, Ltd. product literature in Appendix D. 

7. PLANS FOR FUTURE COLLABORATION 

Multiple additional interactions between the CRADA partners have been discussed. This 
includes the possibility of an additional CRADA to develop and demonstrate methods of 
improving test accuracy by compensating or eliminating error sources. 

Adapter as a wavefront shaping component for the production of complex traditional holographic 
optics. This would make it possible to manufacture true holographic optical elements that could 
not be generated by computer aided manufacturing or other existing technology. 

Cross-collaboration with other industrial partners is also under development. Another 
CRADA partner was introduced to Diffraction International last year and has indicated significant 
interest in mutual programs, some involving O W .  In addition, an industrial partner that is 
developing new methods for manufacturing aspheric optical components has requested that ORNL 
provide on-process optical metrology development and has indicated interest in working with 
Diffraction International to develop CGHs for use in their optical metrology facility. 

An additional area of interest for future collaboration concerns the use of the CGH Null 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

This has been by all standards an incredibly successful CRADA. It exemplifies the type of 
cooperative interaction between a national laboratory and an industrial partner that can lead to 
significant technical and commercial achievements that have technical and economic benefits well 
beyond those enjoyed by the CRADA partners. 
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Affordable Aspheric Testing Technology 
Comes to Light 

L. Curt Maxey 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Optical systems with 
the best performance 
in the smallest, 
lightest packages 
require the use of 
aspheric elements 

Throughout history, 
testing technology 
has limited the 
production of 
aspheric optics 

The Hubble Space 
Telescope misfortune 
graphically revealed 
the limitations of 
conventional tests 
based on null lenses 

Better, smaller, lighter are popular adjectives of progress that are 
pushing state-of-the-art optical systems away fiom the use of 
spherical surfaces. Optical systems use lenses and mirrors with 
spherical surfaces whenever possible, because spheres are relatively 
easy to manufacture and test. To get the best performance, using 
spherical surfaces alone, requires numerous optical elements. Using 
aspheric components significantly reduces the number of elements 
required. Optimum performance in the smallest, lightest package is 
only achieved by including aspheric components in system designs. 

Aspheric optical components were fvst used in astronomical 
telescopes. Early astronomers produced parabolic mirrors for their 
Newtonian telescopes by first rubbing together two round flat glass 
disks to produce spherical surfaces. The astronomers then 
meticulously hand-polished one of the resulting mirror blanks to 
change its shape from a sphere to a paraboloid. Changes to the 
mirror shape were made on the basis of the images of the stars seen 
through the telescope. The astronomers’ capacity for interpreting 
the images of stars determined the quality of the mirrors they 
produced. Then, as now, testing technology posed the greatest 
limitation to the production of quality aspheric optics. 

Modem optical designs contain aspheric surfaces with submicron 
tolerances. Although some of these optics are still produced by hand 
polishing, computer-controlled manufacturing is improving quality 
and speeding production. A few manufacturers have proprietary 
computer-controlled polishing processes for producing aspheric 
optics in glass and other brittle materials. Single point diamond 
turning is now routinely used to rapidly produce precision aspheric 
optics in metals, plastics, and selected crystalline materials. 

Testing technology has not kept pace with the advances in aspheric 
manufacturing processes. Most precision optics are tested with laser 
interferometers that approach nanometer resolution but are 
specifically designed to measure spheres. To measure aspheres, 
special “null lenses” are constructed using spherical optics. Null 
lenses are designed to bend the light fiom the interferometer into a 
shape that matches the aspheric optic. The misfortunes of the 
Hubble Space Telescope graphically demonstrate the limitations of 
conventional null lenses. 
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Whenever optical 
metrologists build 
null lenses, their skill 
and attention to 
detail are the only 
deterrents to disaster 

The computer- 
generated hologram, 
or CGH, is a 
significant advance in 
aspheric testing and 
was used to test the 
corrective optics for 
the Hubble Space 
Telescope 

CGH's are produced 
with computerized 
reliability and 
repeatability 

The accuracy of a null lens is highly dependent on the spacing of 
individual lens elements. Each time a null lens is constructed by an 
optical metrologist, skill and attention become the only deterrents to 
disaster. If an error in assembly occurs, it cannot be detected 
without constructing another null lens to corroborate the first test. 
Even then, costly corroborative tests do not guarantee quality. 

In the case of the Hubble Space Telescope, the primary mirror was 
tested with two different null lenses. When the results did not agree, 
the lens with the more complex design was believed to be more 
accurate and was used for the final manufacturing processes. There 
was no way to know that the lens had been assembled with a small 
error in spacing. The result, now well known, was a large expensive 
mirror precisely manufactured to the wrong shape and deployed into 
space before the error was detected. Ultimately, a space mission was 
required to install expensive corrective (aspheric) optics. 

Although it has only recently been commercialized, a significant 
advance in aspheric metrology was developed in the early '70s. 
Computer-aided design and computer-controlled manufacturing 
were combined to produce a new type of null lens known as a 
computer-generated hologram (CGH). Using diffraction, the 
phenomenon that produces the rainbow of color in a compact disk, 
the CGH bends light to match the shape of a specific aspheric optic. 

Before being deployed in space, the corrective optics for the Hubble 
Space Telescope were certified using CGHs. A more assertive 
testimonial to the CGH technology would be difficult to conceive. 

The advantage of using a computer-generated hologram for aspheric 
testing is that the design and manufacturing processes are highly 
repeatable. Once characterized, they can be trusted to produce 
reliable CGHs again and again. The repeatability of computerized 
design and manufacturing processes replaces the uncertainty 
inherent in the manual assembly and alignment of lens elements. 

Despite their significant advantages, CGHs have remained a novelty 
item for the optical manufacturing industry as a whole. Designing 
or modifying optical interferometers to incorporate CGH correctors 
is difficult and expensive. A very few organizations have had the 
technical and financial wherewithal to successfully implement CGH 
testing. For the rest of the industry, however, the technology has 
been inaccessible. The design, production, and integration of CGH 
correctors requires uncommon levels of technical expertise and 
financial resolve. 
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Until now, few 
organizations have 
had the technical 
expertise and 
financial resolve to 
enjoy the advantages 
of CGH technology 

The CGH Null 
Adapter places CGH 
technology within the 
reach of all aspheric 
optics manufacturers 

Solutions to the most 
common aspheric 
metrology problems 
are deliverable in less 
than a month for 
about %5,0 0 0 

True commercialization of CGH testing technology did not occur 
until 1992, when APA Optics marketed the Interferometer for 
Aspheric Testing. For the first time, optical test equipment was 
offered to industry with an integrated CGH interface. The product 
has not been a commercial success, despite strong industrial interest 
in the technology. The offering price of well over $100,000 and the 
lack of clearly established technical success have significantly 
depressed the potential market. 

The most recent commercialization of CGH testing technology 
offers availability, affordability, and compatibility. The CGH Null 
Adapter, recently marketed by Diffraction International, Ltd. places 
CGH technology within the reach of all aspheric optics 
manufacturers. The hardware is available at a very low cost and is 
designed for use with the existing test equipment common to most 
optics shops. 

Total hardware costs to test a typical asphere with the CGH Null 
Adapter are about $5,000. Additional custom holograms for testing 
other conventional aspheres can be purchased for around $3,500. 
Even exotic aspheric optics, with unusual shapes and steep surfaces, 
can be tested by using more elaborate CGH correctors. These are 
produced through more complex manufacturing processes and are 
available at about two to four times the cost of the standard 
holograms. 

Custom CGHs are now more affordable and available than 
conventional null lenses. CGH technology eliminates the need for 
expensive and obscure glass types. Computerized control provides 
enhanced reliability and enables automated production. The tireless 
reliability of electron beam lithography replaces the labor-intensive 
grinding, polishing and alignment of conventional null lens 
elements. Custom CGHs are available from Diffraction 
International in two to four weeks. 

For the first time in optics manufacturing history, solutions to the 
most common aspheric measurement problems are deliverable in 
less than a month for about $5,000. The technology that ensured the 
successful correction of the Hubble Space Telescope is now within 
the reach of all optics manufacturers. 
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Diffraction International 
ER-LTA CRADA Hilite/Success Story 

Cooperative Research Brings Advanced Optical Testing Technology 
to Market and to DOE Missions 

The technology that ensured the successful correction of the Hubble Space Telescope is now 
within the reach of all optics manufacturers. Diffraction International, a small Minnesota 
company, recently launched a successful commercial product with the help of an Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory ( O W )  Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) 
funded by the DOE Energy Research Laboratory Technology Applications Program. 
Commercialization of this new aspheric testing device has resulted in a product that now provides 
almost 50% of Diffraction International’s revenues. 

Optical systems with aspheric components require fewer elements and achieve higher levels of 
performance than traditional spheric-based systems. Computational advances have simplified the 
tasks associated with designing these systems and computer controlled manufacturing has 
enhanced their producibility. Aspheric testing technology has not kept pace, however, and has 
represented one of the most expensive and least reliable links in the aspheric manufacturing 
process. 

Diffraction International’s new product, the Computer Generated Hologram (CGH) Null Adapter, 
is a simple accessory that allows accurate and less expensive testing of aspheric optical surfaces 
using standard commercially available test equipment. CGHs represent the most reliable 
technology for aspheric testing because they are produced with computer controlled reliability and 
repeatability throughout each step of their manufacture. Previously, the entry level cost of well 
over $100,000 has kept CGH testing technology in the esoteric domain of a very few well-financed 
manufacturers. The CGH Null Adapter reduces the entry level cost for CGH testing to about 
$5,000. 

Multiple benefits to DOE and ORNL have accrued from the work performed under this CRADA. 
The direct experience gained in implementing CGH tests for high precision aspheric surfaces 
ensures that the capability has been successfully demonstrated and validated within the 
DOE/ORNL organization. This is essential to our ability to respond rapidly and realistically when 
called upon to assess technical feasibility and cost for programs incorporating advanced optical 
systems. 

Equally important are the indirect benefits to any existing or emerging DOE programs that will 
require advanced optical systems. These systems have been and will continue to be of importance 
in applications as diverse as non-proliferation and arms control, directed energy for research 
applications and above ground testing, development of advanced materials and manufacturing 
processes, development of alternative energy sources, instruments for environmental research and 
systems for global monitoring. 

The ability to manufacture the necessary aspheric optical components for these systems is directly 
limited by the ability to test them. The CGH Null Adapter provides the means for inexpensively 
incorporating the most reliable aspheric testing technology into the development these optical 
systems. For programs in which alternate testing technologies have already been selected, the 
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Figure Metrology of Deep General Aspherics 
Using a Conventional Interferometer with CGH Null 

Steven M Arnold 

DBaction International 
11345 Highway 7, M21, Minneapolis. Minnesota 55305-5300 

L. Cmt Maxey, 3. E. Rogers and R C. Yoder 

Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. (ORNL) 
P.0. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 378314085 

ABSTRACT 

We pnsent a simple and general method of aspheric figure metrology using a CGH null mounted in the test beam of a 
cowentional Fizeau or Twyman-Green hterferomctcr. A "standard" reflective CGH is used to stablish optical alignment 
with respea to the inmfterometu's spherical test beam. This alignment is then mechanically tranderred to a custom CGH 
M. The accnracy ofthe alignment transfer is readily verified. The test method has been modeled by raytracing and verified 
experim- by t+ng a @rated &inch F/lJ on-axis paraboloid and a 50 mm F/2 &-axis paraboloid fmm their 
ccntersoflxxvame. 

Keywords: optical tesfin& asphexic metrology, interferometry, CGH, computer generated holograms. 

I. OVERVIEW OF TESTING METHOD 

Interferometric null testing of aspheric optics is one of the most challenging tasks commonly encountered by an optical 
metroiogist Aspheric null tests require the use of auxihy  optics and the alignment rcqnireS precision adjustment in many 
degrees of freedom. Moreover. the alignment process usually requires simultaneous iterative alignment of the test optic and 
the auxiliary null optic to the interferometer. Systems which dimhate the iterative nature of the alignment process greatly 
simplify testing in specific applications'. 

Meticulous alignment ofaspheric null tcsts is essential, for any residual alignment errors wiU be intCrpreted as errors in ' 

the tcst optic. In practice, the aligmnent proass is considered complete when no further improvement in the test d t s  can 
be obtained through alignment ad..-. The ultimate quality of the test results is innuend  by the alignment skills of 
the metrologist 

1.1 CGH Null Adapter 

The CGH Null Adapter. depicted in Figure 1. 
consists of a three-axis mount to which ftamed, 
prealigned CGH nulls are attached. A custom CGH 
null transforms the spherical or wllimnttrl test 
beam into a desired aspheric wavdiunt Depending 
on available space, the CGH Null Adapter can be 
located on either the interferometer side or the test 
optic side of the CGH null. CGH Kames are 
kinematidly attached to the Null Adapter by 
magnetic coupling. Any single CGH fiame may be 
easily removed and replaced to micron a m q .  
One CGH may be replaced with another to an 
alignment accuracy of several microns. figure 1. CGH Null Adapter 

1 06 f SPJE Vol. 2536 0-8 194-1 895-1f95fS6.00 
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When Using the CGH Null Adapter for aspheric testing the itaatiVe alignment problems inherent to mast other null tM 
methods are elimiruted This is possible becanse of the Alignment CGH kinamic mount, which establish the 
alignment of the CGH Null to the interferometer. During the test setup, the Alignment CGH (which mimics a re.flectiVe 
sphere) is p i a d  at a pre-determined distance fium the interferometer focns. At this location, the tilt, tip and focus of the 
Alignment CGH are aligned (just as if it were a sphere) to produce a null interferogram. 

Once the null i n t e r f e r o e  is obtained, the Alignment CGH is removed from the kinematic mount and replaced with 
the CGH Null. Without further adjustment, the diffktk’smface of the CGH Null produ#s an aspheric w e h n t  
collesponding to the ideal shape of the aspheric test optic. The test optic is then aligned to this wavef?ont using a fiveaxis 
mount Adjustments of tilt and Centration axe inmactive and must be adjusted in concat Initial alignment ofthe test optic 
to the aspheric test wavefront is simplified by the inclusion offidudais in the design ofthe CGH null. These fiducials are 
visuaIlyaligned t o ~ ~ ~ o f ~ e t e s t o p t i ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ o n a d ~ .  

1.2 Definition of coordinates and desrees of freedom 

We adopt a right-handed mrdinate system (Figure 2) with its origin at the center of the CGH null. The z axis is 
perpendicular to the CGH and directed toward the test optic. lDepending on the particular test configurati04 the focus 
&,YF&) of the spherical test WavefKtnt may be located More the CGH (as illustrated), between the CGH and the test 
optic, or beyond the test optic (convex asphere). 

Theglobalzaxisherscc& the test optic ata distance&fiom the CGH face. A local coordinate system ofthe test optic 
isobtaintdbytranslatu! g the global CGH coordinate system to the point (O,O,&). Unlike flats and sphms, aligning an 
aspheric optic to its rmlI test wavehnt requires a minimum offive degrees offreedom We defme deQntration DCX and 
decentration DCY as translations along the x and y axes qxaively.  We define focus adjustment DCZ as translaton along 
the z axis. Rotations TLA and TLB about the x and y axes respectively ase defined as pitch and yaw (regardless of which 
direction is vertical). 

In the case of an off-axis aspheric 
segment, the z-axis intemm ‘on point 
(O,O&) may be near the physical catter of 
the test optic rather than at its optical 
vertex. This is accommodated by 
spesifying non-zero design values for some 
of the test optic degrees of freedom, 
typically DCY, TLA and DCZ A sixth 
degree of M o m ,  clock rotation TLC 
about the test ax& is nquired ifthem- 
axis segment is to be physically entered 
as well as optically nulled In practice, off- 
axis aspheric segments are fiquently 
tested in fiveaxis mounts by using 
alignment fiducials or mechanical 
method? to j ix  the dock angle. ~0th of 
the off-axis segments discussed here were 
testedinthisway. 

1.3 CGH Nul1 Desiqn 

Figure 2. CGH Null Test Coordinate System 

In designing a custom CGH null for use with the CGH Null Adapter, we begin by tracing the null wavehnt fium the 
aspheric test optic. This is most easily accomplished by modeling the test optic as a &active surface and setting the object 
space refractive index to zem. It is best to start at the test optic even ifthe optical design software does not allow a &active 
index of exady zero because the CGH phase function will likely require high order terms which make the test aperture 
difficult to control when pacing k m  the interferometer side. 

SPIE Vol. 2536 I 107 
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In tmdngfmm the test optic, the rmli wavefront will come to a w f i  at some point-vimd in the case ofa convex 
asphere. The CGH null is plaadara dinanceZFfmm this bafocuswhich matches one ofthe 6 positive and 6 negative 
'radii" of om standard Alignment CGHs. The choice is often limited by the need to keep the CGH on the proper side of the 
test optic, out of the e o n  of the caustic (where rays of the null wefiont intersect), and ourside the intdemmeter optics. 

Our next step is to design a C M  null which wil l  difKact the null waveffont to a perfect focus at the on-axis point 
(0.0,Z~). Ifpussiile, we prefer that the test optic and CGH null have the same optic axis since this will simplify the design. 
The CGH phase function is osually placed on the surface toward the inrerfemneter since this is the orientalion in which the 
Alignment CGH works. For a f d  test configurations (& = a), we instead rcv~se the CGH so that its sub- thickness 
and index will not enter into the design 

Finally, we add a carrier to the CGH null so that the various difhction orders will be separated. This carrier is a 
difference between two spherical wavcs: one at the design focus (O,O,&) and the other at the cat's eye fm &O&). Most 
optical design software canbest model this type of carrier asanHOE ona dummy suxface coincident with the CGH phase 
fnnctio~. The Alignment CGH deterrmnes . the choices of spatial relationship between the design focus and the cat's eye 
focus We have produced three dif€ercnt alignment CGHsforwhich the foci are 0,1 and 2 degrees fmm the defined CGH 
axis. The 0 degree Alignment CGH is suitable for perforated on-axis aspheres which can be refocused to introduce an axial 
carrier. Other aspheres use the 1 or 2 degree alignment CGHs depending on the maximum aspheric slope. Note that by 
placing the CGH surface toward the interfmeter, wz can usually avoid nacing a non-axially-qmmetrid wavefi-ont 
h u g h  the subsuate. 

After designing a CGH nulI in single pass, we analyze the test confignration in donble pass be-g (and ending) 
with a point o b j e d i i g e  at the cat's eye position (Xr,O&)). In particular, we look at the effects of CGH misalignment 
(displace ObjeCtrrmage fium &,YE&), asphere misalignment (DCX, DCY, DCZ, TLA, TLB, TLC) and unwanted 
difbction ordas. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Testing was conducted using two intafmmeten, one a Twyman-Grren confgumion mauuhctud by Breault 
Resmrch Organization (BRO VIP) and the other a Fizeau type manufamred by Zygo (Zygo Mark W. 

Three paraboloidal mirrors wece tested with the CGH Null Adapter. The seleaed optics (two of€-axis segments and one 
on-axis paraboloid with a central & d o n )  af€orded good variety in their dimensional parametas and overall quality. 
Paraboloids were sleaed because they are easiiy tested in an autocoUimating c o n f i m o n  using a referena flat as the 
requisite auxilhy optic3. Test results obtained in the autocollimating configurarions were compared with those obtained 
using the CGH nnlls. 

The C M  rmllsuscd in thesetestswerefabrid aschmmeon glass pantms, difhuing approximatdy 10 percent 
into the first order and 25 percent into the zeroth o&. Since the paraboloids were all of high reflectivity, nearly 1 percent 
of the tcst beam was ruurned to the interferometer, yielding good fringe visiiity. 

2.1 Aliqnment CGH 

AS a first step in e a ~ h  test setnp, an Alignment CGH is placed at a predetermined distance h m  the interferometer 
focus. At this locatio4 the tilt, tip and focus of the Aliwent  CGH are aligued (just as if it were a sphere) to produce a null 
inte3ferOgm.L 

Two Merent Aligament CGHs were used during the-testing proahres. The first was designed as an F/4 first order 
zone plate and was manufktuml using Iow-reiMivi~~ chrome. Its aperture was Spatiauy partitioned into eighteen pie- 
shaped segments: threeeach offocal radii20 mm, 33 mm, 55 mm, 90 mm, 150 mmand 250 mm. These radii were selected 
to accommodate the back focal distanas of common Fizcau spheres and to avoid confusion amongst higher diEraa.ion 
orders. The zones for each focal radius were decentered in the x direction to yield a 1 degree angle between the CGH axis 
and the respective focal point The initial results with this iirst order Alignment CGK showed that the alignment procedure 
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was simple and intuitively obvious for al l  of the d i f k m t  radii. By observing the nnlltd interFerov (F@t 3), it was 
dcmonsaated that the C G H d d  easily be nmovedandrcplacedto micron toleranceswithinthe CGHNull Adapter. 

The second Alignment CGH was designed as an F/2 zone plate to 
provide greater alignment sensitivity. The dcsign was modifiedto use the 
third diffraaed order so that the feature sizes at the dareasedFI# would 
remain reasonable. The difhction pattern was Wricated in bight chrome 
to recover the lost difhtion e!Eciency and a multilayer anti-renective 
coating was added to the rear surface afthe optic. 

Alignment ofthisthirdordcrAlignment CGHwascoqlicaredbythe 
dominant first order diffractioa Intuitively, the CGH w a ~  aligned to the 
(brighter) first order, rather than the third, resulting in incomct 
positioning. Fortunately the m r  was easily deteaed because of a large 
amount of spherical aberration in the nsultiag hmferogram. By cuefully 
re-positioning the Alignment CGH at the specified distance h m  the 
interferometer focus, comct results were easily obtained Figure 3. Alignment CGH Interferngrain 

2.2 Off-AXis F12 Paraboloid (A80372551 

The first optic tested with the CGH Null Adapter was an off-thcshelf ofhixis paraboloid (Janos PM A8307255). This 
is a 50.8 mm diameter apmure, diamonddlrned segment with a 101.6 mm focal length, centered 15 degrees &axis. 

The 40 mm aperture CGH null is depicted in Figure 4 (each fringe reprrstnting 25 €iinges). The paraboloid axis is 
tilted 15 degrees and optically decenteread in the +Y direction to bring its geometric center into coincidence with the CGH 
axis. The intcrfmmeter focus (F'n.5) is located at X~2.618 mm, &-I50 mm with rrspect to the CGH This 1 degree. 
d e r  is perpendicular to the symmetry axis oftheparabaloid, sothe CGHnullhas no syr.umw. The required aspheric 

within the CGH apertun. 
Comdion is about 200 WavCs. The CGHrmll incIudesfour small fiducials placeajust oatside the test optic apertare but 

Thisopticwas~testedusingtheTwymanGnm interbmeter. Afteraligningthe CGHNull Adapter and inSemng 
the CGH null, the test optic (in a live axis mount) was placea in the aspheric test wavedkont No attempt was 
made to aaxmely center the optic using the alignment fidudals provided in the CGK The test optic was positioned to 
refocus the interferometer test beam to a pointcoindrlmtwith the focus afthe divqcr. Becaase ofthe tilt canier in the 
CGH null design, a series ofdifbckd spotswas obtained The undiffmded ztro order was easily identificdby removing 
the CGH null. Upon replacing the CGH null the other spots were identified relative to the zcro order. 

Some initial c o d o n  rrsulted h o r n  the faa that the first 
spot adjacent to zero order was not useful for testing. The 
second spot conrained Im akrmtion and produced useful 
results. Ultimately, it was rrcognized that the CGEI null 
produced diffhmiwavefironts bctweenthecxpededzeroth and 
fimdifhactedorders. Thisoaurskcausethe CGHnull works 
in double pass, diffirading the test beam twice (fkxfim). The 
first (and brightest) spot is a combination of the zeroth5m and 
*zeroth orders which, together, are five times brighter than 
the desired first- spot With this un- * g t h e w f u l  
order was recognized as the second returned spot (counting 
from the zero order). We later modified our raytrace model to 
plot the expected spot patterns (F@urc 5). 

After identifying the c o r n  diffracted order, the alignment 
mode of the interferometer was used to f o w  the returned light 
onto the CCD array. The returned right Erom the reference ann 
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ofthe inttrfnometer was temporarily moved &axis. In this 
configumib, it was possible to use a .star test'" method to 
analyze the rctmned light h m  the test optic. By reducing the 
intensity ofthe test beam. the star test prwided very useful 
alignment information. Using a defocused spot, the y-mndarion 
and pitch adjusrments were simultaneously adjusted to maximke 
the b i  m. Next the xdanslaton and yaw wen 
adjusted to maximize the rotational symmetry and 
coma Focus was then adjusted to produce the minimum spot 
Site. Following the star test alignment, the interferometer was 
retrrmed to its normal opuating wnfiguration and a good 
interferogxam was obtained. Minimal additional adjustments 

(Figure 6). 
W a c  made to achiwe the best ovaali interferogram quality Figure 5. Simulated CGH Star Test of A8037255 

After tests  we^^ wmpleted with the Twyman-Grecn interferometer, the CGH Null Adapter and the test optic were 
moved to the F i  inmfkmmeter for comparative tests. Having arrived at a useful alignment procedure based on the star 
test, it was disappointing to learn that, with the Fizeau interferometer in alignment mode, the intensity could not be 
suE€iaentty reduced to obtain a useful star test 

Faced with this equipment dif€%encg, the CGH alignment fiducials were used to position the test optic as precisely as 
possiile. Four radial fiducials placeajust outside the test opticaperturewereusedto centerthe test optic while focus was 
adjusted to maintainbestfocns in the retuned light Here the tilt d e r  in the CGHproduced an unanticipated result The 
fiducials at the *Y edges of the test optic @eTpendicuiar to the d e r  tilt) were most pseful because the multiple images 
comsponding to multiple diEauion orders wae disuiiuted parallel to the test optic edge. The =tX fiducials were less 
asefulbecause the orders overlapped on the test optic and selecting the most prominent 2 e ~ o  order d t e d  in a biased 
centration alignment In retrospect, it may have been better to place the fiducials to use the bright zefo order images. 

After obtaining the best possible alignment using the CGH fiducials, the interfrrom eter was returned to test mode and a 
Wful inmferogram was obtained. OtKening that the interferogram was not bilaterally symmetric, x-translation and yaw 
wencarefuyradjustedinaniterative pnxrs to maximize this s y m m ~ ~ ~ .  Next, y-tmnslation, pitch and focus were 
iteratively a d .  to reduce the residual asbigmarism and improve overall interferopm quality. 

Figure 6. CGH interferogram of A8037255 Figure 7. Autocollimation Test of A8037255 
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Using the Twyman-Gretn interferometer, an antocollimating test (Figure 7, above) produced interfaugrams virtdly 
identical to the CGH null test; the autmlbming test was double pass, ofantrse, approxhately doubling the fiingc 
dmsity. The distinguishing feaave is a 3-lobed paaem. likely due to the thrte tapped mounting holes. Qllantirative 
comparison ofthe M d t s  nqnirrs compensating the antoadhming test for the cosine error rrsnlting from the 15 
degree of€-axis angle. The resulting pcak-to-valley measurements are 3.68 waves for the CGH test and 3.79 waves for the 
autimllimation test-agrummt to within approxbately 0.10 wave despite the m e  magnitude of the figure error. 
Comparison of rms results after compensating for Cosine cmjr revtals 0.691 waves nns for the CGH test and 0.707 waves 
nns for the autocoUimating tcst-agmment bum than 1/60 wave. 

The aUtoC0llimating test results obtained with the Fizeau interferometer indicate 3.49 waves pcak-to-valIey and 0.743 
waves rms. T6e CGH testwith the same instnuaent indicates 3.60 ~yaves peak-tbvall~ and 0.679 waye~ rm~. A m t n t  
between the two tests with t heF i  interferometer is approximately 0.10 waves peak to valley and 1/15 wave m. 

2.3 Perforated F/1.6 Paraboloid (ORNLSIN) 

This second optic tested was a diamond-turned, aluminum, on-axis paraboloid with a focai length of 300 mm and an 
apertun of approximately 180 mm diameter. The optic contained a central hole ofapproximakly 50 mm diameter. 

The test coniigumtion uses the on-axis Alignment CGH and on-axis CGH null Figure 8, also with 1 fiinge 
representing25 fringes). The CGH XIUU is located 90 mm after the focus of the interfemmeterand has about 250 waves of 
negative focal power to serve as an on-axis d e r .  The test optic is located 505 mmbeyond the CGHface. 

In order to test this optic inautocollimaton, it was necessary to use aperforated optical flat An 200 mm diameter, 
diamond-turned, aluminum flat was used for initial testing performea with the Twyman-Green interfkrometu. This flat was 
believed to have mors on the order ofthose measured in the pamboloid, however, so a better pnfomed flat was sought for 
the nmainduofthetesting. The largest highqualityperfbratedflat that auld be Iocatedwas 150 mm in diamcm, limiting 
theautocollimation test to F/2. Duringboth theaatocollimating test and the CGH tests, a mask was placui ovcr the optic so 
that the same 150 mm portion ofthe optic was Med Due to the limited time available with the 150 mm flat, an 
autmll imat ingtestwasperfonnedo~withtheFwin~~meter .  

InitialCGEI~rrsultswiththeTwymaa-Gnmintaferomdtrwerrnot~ory, asaclearinterfemgramcoutdnot 
beobtainedTheFiztauin~meterhDwevffproducedaccellentintnferogramswiththeCGRtestco~guration(Figure 
9). It was uhimatdy detamined that the greater field of view ofthe TwymanGnen interferometer was allowing extraneous 

Figure 8. On-Axis CGH Null ORNLSIN Figure 9. Fiieau CGH Interferogram of ORNLSIN 
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orders to enter the viewing atm, reducing contrast. careful 
spatial filtering with an iris diaphragm (reduced to 
approximately 0.5 mm diameter) at the focus of the diverger 
ebinated the unwanted orders and resulted in excellent 
interfaogram quality. A raytrace model plot (Figure 10) 
confirms that the 5 mm defocus was oniy marginally 

The mtoadhating test of this paraboloid with the 
Fizcau interferometer revealed a p=ak-to-wUey m r  of 
0362 wavesand an nns error of 0.064 waves. The CGH test 
with the same interferometer revealed an m r  of 0.361 
waves peak to Muey and 0.067 w s  rms. The CGH test of 
this optic with the Twyman-Green interferometer revealed 
an m r  of 0.372 waves. in good amanent with the value 

. .. ;., . ... - . . <C 

obtained with the F i i  thi nns &or was 0.080, slightly 
higherthanthatobtainedwiththeFizeau. 

2 4  Rectanqular FIi.4 Paraboloid (ORNLASW 

Figure 10. Simulated CGH Star Test of ORNL8IN 

The final optic tested was a rectangular aperture &-axis paraboloid with a 300 mm focus. The long edge of the 200 
mm by 87.5 mm apemue is located appmximately 25 mmfrom thevatex o f t h e  parent paraboloid. This m h r  was 
machined into a beryllium substrate and hand polished to final figure, resulting in asymmetric and complex residual erron. 

The CGH null (Figure 11) hasan aperture of34 mm x 18 mm. TheFB interfemmeter foats is located at X~1.571 mm 
and2- mmwithnspectto the C W  resulting in a 1 dejpe carrier. The test opticwas tilted and deantcred to bring its 
geometric center into coincidence with the CGH axis. The total aspheric correction is about 275 waves. The 1 degree carrier 
is to the test optic symmetry axis so the CGHnuU has no symmeb~. 

This optic was by €21 the most challenging of the three test optics to align to the CGH null. This was due to the 
combination of large complex aberrations in the optic and the lack ofalignment fihcial.5 in the CGH. Alignment using the 
Twvmadjrecn interFerometer was achieved by using the star M method described previously. A raytrace simulation is 
shown as Figure 12. M systanatic application of the star test method was sufiicient to achieve a very high quality of 
alignment Final alignment adjustments after rennning the interferomatr to view mode requirrd only vt~y small 
adjustments oftilt and focus. The intnfemgram is shown as Figure 13. 

1 FIlINGE = 25 WAVES 

1 
39 

Figure 11. Off-Axis CGH Null ORNLASMT' 
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Alignment to the F i i  intufaometa was much mofe challenging, due to the fact that the star test method could not 
be suaxsddy implemented with this intnfuomuer. Initial alignment was achieved through intupntation of the image 
and then the interferogram, making adjustments to maximk the symmetry in each F i i  alignmeat was achieved through 
meticulous interfmgxam iaterpntation and alignment corrections. 

The high slope mrs at the edges of the optic made the numerid results highly sensitive to small variations in 
aperture placement when processing the data. Using the F m  interferometer for the autocollimating test, the peak-to- 
valley m r w a s  meanxed as 1.9643 waves and the rms error was measured as 0.330 waves. The CGH data with the same 
bterfcrometer yielded 1.81 waves peak-to-valley and 0394 waves rms. 

This minor had been tested previously with the Twyman-Grccn intaferometer in the autmninuting tcst and the file 
data (Figure 14) was &for comparison with the CGHtest data. In both cases the optic was tested to the maximum extent 
possiile with the intcrf". The very high slope due to mll0ffinducui rfming the hand polishing produced large errors 
at the edge of t h e d a t a a  As a resulf both tests revealedpeak tovalley m r s  about 2.5 waves. Therms mrs were given 
as 0.3 12 waves for the autocolhathg test and 0.357 for the CGH test Excluding a very thin margin aromd the edge of the 
data set, well over 95% ofthe data obtained in both Twyman-Gran tests Eills in the range of1.8 to 1.9 wdves. 

The wider field of view of the Twyman-Gm intexfemmeier is b e l i d  to be responsible for the much larger peak-to- 
valley m r s  in the raw data The F i i  intnferometer appears to be rejecting the light from the high slope regions ofthe 
optic resulting in signilicantly lower peakevalley figure mrs.  Accuse comparison of the test d r s  would quire 
physically masking the optic to ensure that the same portions of the aperture an being measured by both interferometers. 

3. SENSITIVITY AND TOLERANCE ANALYSIS 

The mahod we have descr i i  for testing ofaspheric optics with CGH nails has an accIpacy which is dependent on 
several possible m r  sources. These can be readily quantified to produce a useful and vediable estimate of test accuracy. 
 his is in contrast to other CGH test mcthods which require a detailed lamt~edge ofthe i n e m m e t e r  optid. 

3.1 Error Sources 

Error sources can be classified as CGH pattern errors and other mors. CGH panem errors include encoding and 
digitization emrs and errors in Writing a CGH master. C M  pattern errors may also indude comct printing e m s  (for 
duplicated masters) and etching errors (for phase type CGHs). Verification and ccmfication of CGH pattun mrs is the 
subject ofa companion paper in this vo~ume~. 

In the cases presented, the major ermr sources are interferometer errors such as the r e f m c e  mirror or Fizcau sphere 
and the transmined w a n t  distortion OWD) of the CGEI substrate. To control the later, we print the CGH nulls onto 
precision photomask submates which have a TWD of nominally 0.10 wave or better. For chrome CGHs, it is possible to 
measure the subsvate TWD in zero order and subtract it €tom test results. This was not attempted in the cumnt work. 
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It is alsopossii1ethatthe aspherrs-w d g  an dm radius of cunature. This seems unlikely since the 
P m  e d u a I  abenation is not spherical. It is of course possible to verify radius of CUNamJe to hi& aaMcy by 

the distance along the test axis from cat’s eye focus to the test optic with a radius slide. This fcam was not 
available. The CGH submate thickness is another possible source of spherical error, m a y  for faster p fests. 
Fortunately. theindexofsilicaiswell~~andthesubsvatethicknesscanbedirecttymeaslrred 

Using the CGH Null Adapter, alignment and framing errors are well conaolled and d y  d e d .  We encounter 
variable mors of 3 degrces offreedom in optically aligning the Alignment CGH to the interferometer test beam. We also 
have 6uced mors of 6 degrres offiadom inpreaIigning each C a i n  itsfmme. This all reduces tojust the 3 translational 
degrees offreedom which define where the cat’s eye focus (XF,YF,ZF) is located relafive to the CGH null. The tils tip and 
focus fringes of the alignment interferogrrrm and the CGH framing errors are all simply related by their e f k t  on cat’s eye 
focus location The absolute magnitude of CGH fhming m r s  is somewhat difficult to define and measure. but the relative 
errors between an alignment CGH and a CGH null can be determined with no special metrology equipment other than the 
F i i  or Twyman-Gran intexfmrnda, the CGH Null Adapter, and a microscope with a crosshaif d c l e  and 20X 
0bjectiVe.Relativealignmenterroris - A  by attaching the CGHs to the Null Adapter in their preferred or keyed . .  
orientation, matchingthatusedduringpreaiignment 

Becdtlse it acts like a retlrm sphere, the Alignment CGH can be readily verified using an interferometer with radius 
slide. Each zone plate apertme wads at both positive and negative focal radius and the CGH pattern error reverses sign 
while the substrate fla!ncs error does not Consequently, two interferograms (with the CGH clocked 180 degrees) are 
s d k i e n t  to isolate Capat te rn  error. 

3.2 Test Confiquration Analvses 

The following tables Summarize the sensitivity and tolerance analysis results for the three test coIlfigUrations described. 
The sensitivities to misalignments. laser wavelength, and CGH subshate thickness and rdractive index were determined 
fmm a rayhace model of each test configunition The sensitivity to rrgistration and printing errors is based on the CGH 
minimum grating perid Other sensitivities are for the most part obvious. These results are consistent with the observed 
agreaaent bctwcen CGH null test intcrfcrograms and autocouimation interferograms. 
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Tolerance Analysis of CGH Null Test ORNL 8-inch Paraboloid 

I R S S  0 . 0 8 7 1 ~  

ORNLASMT Paraboloid Tolerance Analysis of CGH Null Test 

7 Vertex Radius mm -600.000 0.10% 0.05584 NIA 0.000 0.0% 
7 Conic Constant -1 -000 0.0001 0.55817 NIA 0.000 0.0% 

Sum 0.279 w 
RSS 0.121 w I 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that CCiH nuU testing of paraboloids using commercid in ter fmmw can be easy to W o r m  and 
accurate to a fraction of a w e  @-to-dey. The key is in kinematic fi>auring and m&rdmt~ . ‘on af the test 
configurationst0 useaninumtive Alignment CcM. Ourresultsareinnoway specificto paraboloids andwill be equally 
true of more general aspheres. The paraboIoids we tested wxze not of sufficient quality to demonstrate the ultimate 
limitations of the CGH null testing method. Our sensitivity and torerance analyses suggesr that, with software compensation 
of CGH substrate ermrs, the method should be aaxate to 0.05 wave peak-to-valley in many cases. 
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CGH & BINARY OPTICS ASPHERIC METROLOGY DESIGN ENGINEERING 

Lt Diffraction In!cmational, we special- 
teindi&activeoptics.OurstafFhas 
wer 15 years experience in CGH and 
limy optics technology. As a small 
iusincss, we offer attention, flexibility 
ndfastrespome. Ourgoalistobecome 
'our single some of responsibility for 
lesign, engineering and fabrication of 
incision dif€iactive optics. 

l'he CGH Null Adapter 
hu CGH Null Adapter mounts on your 
iptical table in the &st beam of your 
kzau or Twyman-GRen interferome- 
:r. A m o m  CGH null transforms the 
pherical or collimated test beam iato 
herequirrdaspheriCwavCf~ 

h k ~ ~ ~ ~ u l l ~ d a p t e r - p r r a l i g n e d  
:GH frames and kinmatic mounts. A 
pecial alignment CGH aligns the CGH 
lull Adapter to your interferometer. 

Easy t o  Use 
Step 1: , 

Position Null Adapterwith attached 
alignment CGH in your interferome- 
ter's test beam. 

step 2: 
Adjusttilt-tip (ordecemer)andfocus 
to acquire and rmll alignment fringes. 

Step 3: 
Remove alignment CGH and replace 
with custom CGH d. 

Step 4: 
Align test optic to acquire and null 
fringe panem Record interfemgam 
data 

Step 5 (optional): 
Subtract interferometer and CGH 
substrate emrs (typically -UlO). 

binch Fizeau Sphere 

Custom CGH Null 

1206R Reducer Plate 

Test Asphere 

Model 1206 Null Adapter 

BreakingtheRules 
ExpcriencesaysthataCGH~~~IIshould 
be used in single pass because of low 
diffmction efficiency.hshouldbebcated 
inacolIimatedbtamtoeasealignment 
toleranxs. Test and reference beams 
should pass simihiy hughthe CGH 
tocancelanysubstrateabcrmtions. 

OurCGHNull Adapterviolatesthese 

CGHsonprecisionsubstratcsauialign 
t k m t o  miaontolcmces. Youbenefit in 
sirqle test configurations that use your 
existing interferometer and accessories. 

rules,sowemustprociucehigh~cierry 

Accurate 
Our CGHrmlls are encodedto meet 
youraccuracy requirements. S u b m e  
transmittedwav&ntdistortio~ which 
is less than WlO, canbe measured in 
ze fo  order rransrm~ . sionand submcted- 

System mxs of yourinte&mmcterard 
trammisionspherecanbe wmpemated 

in the unrai marmer-by mtasuring a 
good spherical surf= and substracting 
the&~m~utKepwntinterfcrograms. 

Cost Effective 
Custom nulls for our CGH Null Adapt- 
er are available in about 4 to 6 weeks. 
The cost Win deptnd on your test re- 
qukments, but is generally less than 
for a conventional null. 

Custom CGH Nulls 
Designing a m o m  CGH null does not 
quire raytracing of your interferome- 
ter or mnsmission sphem The raytrace 
model begins and ends at a point s o w  
co&c with your tmMmiSSion sphere. 

We aaempt to locate the CGH null at 
one of the twelve distaaces from focus 
accomodated by our standard alignment 
CGHs. The CGH must be outside the 
caustic region what  rays cross. We 
make the CGH aperture somewhat over- 
sizedsothatyourtestopticistheonly 
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stop in the system. We favor a CGH 
aperture of 30 to 45 mas anasonable 
compmmise between fabrication costs 
dalignmentsensitivily. 

Cylindrical CGH Nulls 
We produce cylindrical nulls as fast as 
F/l.S.Theseareusedwithatmmksion 
flatandiacoIpo~tbeirawnaligmmm 
gratings. Our cylindrical nulls can be 
switched from positive to negative 
focal length by rotating the CGH frame 
180' in its m o m  to mrse thc tilt 

Full Documentation 
Every CGH Null is shipped with full 
documentation We provide an optical 
prescription of the CGH phase function 
and test configuration We include a 
sensitivity and tolerance analysis which 
includes all CGH encoding and fabrica- 
tion em= plus the alignment m ~ .  

Interferogram Visibility 
A CGH null reduces the intensity of the 
test beam, thus altering fringe visiiility. 
Insome cases, this may result him- 
pTovcd visibility, but m other cases visi- 
bilityisdegradedDifhxion&ciexy 
i s  10 percent for chrome CGHs and 35 
to 40 pcIEent for binary CGHs. 

Gemzrally, we recommendbinary phase 
CGHsfor&sting of mcoated giass sur- 
EKXS aodchrolne CGtIsfortesting of 
mirror slafaces. Unless your test optic 
isanti~ectioncoafed,~visibility 
ShoUIdbeadequatr 

Ghosts and Other Artifacts 
Unwanttd diffracton orden or d t c -  
tions off the MI Subsaate may create 
ghDstfiinges.Thsecanusuallybe 
mlntmnPdoreliminatedbycarefultest 
configmationdesign 

. .  . 

Companion Refractive Nulls 
For testing of very decp or very fast as- 
p-, we mmmcnrl  supplementing 
a CGH& waha simple Iefiadve 
rmli. A precisionsinglet is usllally snffi- 
cienttoreducethe CGHbaIUiWidthand 
alignmentsemitivityandcanbeiacor- 
pomted into the CGH mourning plate 
on a custom basis. Be~ause we PreaIign 
tk &active null to the CGH, your 
&gnme~~procedmxemainssimpie. 

A Iefiadve rmil is most easily added to 
our Model 12- redncer plate. Often, 
one rmll can be used in hy- 
brid nnll testing of several similar 
aspheledesigns. 

STANDARD CGH NULLTEST 

0.01 0.1 1 
TEST OPnC RmfCTWCE 

INTERFEROGRAM VISlBluTy 

Meeting Your Needs 
We continually seek to expand our ca- 
pabilities in response to customer 
needs. Please allow us the oppomrnity 
to address your p i f i c  aspheric tesring 
nquinmems. 

Additional Literalure 

CGHF~amcsandMounts 
0 HA50 Series Alignment CGHs 

CGHCylinderNulls 
cGHPhotoomasks 
BkuyOptics 

K. creath and J. C. Wyant, "Ho~o- 
graphic and Speckle Tests," chapter 
15 of Optical Shop Testing, D. 
Malacam, Editor (Wiley. New Yo& 
1992). 

CYLINDER NULL TEST 

ALTERNATE CCH NULL TEST HYBRID NULLTEST 
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Diffrudion Infernational 
CGH & BINARY OPTICS ASPHERIC MElROLOGY . DESIGN ENGINEERING 

At Diffraction International, we special- 
ize in diffractive optics. Our staffhas 
over 15 yeas experience with aspbric 
CGH nulls. Our goal is to become your 
single SOUTCC of rrsponsibility for 
design and fabrication of diffmctive 
null optics. 

Alignment CGHs 
"he H M O  series alignment CGHs are 
used to optically align our CGH Null 
Adapter to your interferometer test 

the alignment CGH with a cuSmm 
CGH null. the spherical or coUimated 
test beam is diffracted to produce a pre- 
scribed aspheric wavefront 

beamand Iadius Slide&. on replacing 

How They Work 
w he alignment CGH is a reflective zone 
plate which d i f f m  your spkrical test 
beam back onto itself to create an inter- 
ferogram By nuning adjmment screws 
to remwetihandfocusfiinges, the CGH 

Easy Optical Alignment 

Step 1: 
Mount HA50 series alignment CGH 
facing interferometer and with the 
transmission sphere focus near pre- 
scribed CGH coordinates (qx ) .  

Step 2 (Garis option): 
Using a transmission flat, adjust tilt- 
tip to acquire andrmll tilt fringes. Re- 
place flat with tranrmissionsphere. 

Step 3: 
Adjust tilt-tip (or decemer) and focus 
to acquire and null alignment fringes. 

Step 4: 

PATerrpWaNG 

coordinate system is optically aligned 
to the focus of your interferometer's 
spherical test beam. 

Eachalignment CGH has multiple pie- 
shapedapemves andacts Iike amulti- 
miins rehnn spbexe. By using plus and 
minus diffmcted orders, the same 
alignment CGH works for both real and 
virtual foci. 

Our3-axisNullAdaptercanbealigned 
to a Spherid test beam Withour &axis 
Null Adapters you can additionally 
aligntheCGHaxisparalleltoyourra- 
CbiusslideorelseCenterandoriemtbecM 
in your imerferometeis field of view. 

Tilt or Decenter? 
For off-axis CGHs. one must choose 
between tilting or decentering. Titing 
leaves the CGH centered in the field of 
view, but results in a test axis which is 
not parallel to the &erfmmeter axis. 
-keeps the tKt axis parallel 
to the interfernmeter (and radius slide) 
axisbutmayquireaafasteraansmis- 
sion sphere to frll the decentered test 
PUpiL 

Three Models Available 
We currentIy offer three standard align- 
ment CGHs for use with ow CGH Null 
Adapters and your 633 m wavelength 

I2 on-axis foci. Models HASOTI and 

but with 1 and 2 degrees tilt between 
interferometer and CGH axes. 

int&mmter. ModelHAsoToprovides 

HA5oTz OEerthe samefocaldistances. 

specifications 
TktablebelowgivesCCiHcoordinam 
(GX) of the 12 transmission sphere 
focus locations. Models HASOTl and 
HA5OT2 also include linear grating 
apermtes for the purpose of aligning to 
a collimated test beam. 

Meeting Your Needs 
Wecanprovidecustomalignment 
CGHs for other radii or wavelengths. 
Please allow us the oppormnity to 

ments. 
addressyouraspheric testing require- 
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AtDif&actionInternational,wespeCiai- 
ize m diffmctive optics. om staff bas 
wcr15yearstxperienctwi!hasp~ric 
CGHnnlk. our goal is mbecome your 
singie some ofresponsiiility for 
design and fabrication of diffmctme 
null optics. 

How They Work 

cal IDM plates witha linear canierper- 
pendiculartothe cylinderaxis. They 
produceacylindricaltestestbeamfrom 
tbe collimated test beam of your F i i  
or Twyman-Green interferometer. 

OmCGHcylinderNnlls~cylindri- 

Accuracy 
T e s t ~ k l i m i t e d b y C ~ p a t h n n  
 IS, sub- emor (T.WD.), andin- 
tufmmeter CTIDIS. Wavefront distor- 
tion of our CGH subsnares is measured 
before panerning. After patterning and 
pbl?&hiUgthisI&3SWI&* 
a Werent wavelength 

s y s t e m e n w s o f y o u r ~ ~ a n d  
tmnsmissionilatmaybewmpensated 
mtkusualmamrz-bytestingaknown 
flat and snbnactingtbe result from sub- 
sequent interferograms. 

Interferogram Visibility 
OurCGEICylinderNullsarephasegrat- 
ings withanominaldiffractionefiiciency 
of40 pucem-I6 perant in double pass. 
Imrferogram visibility is suitable for 
=optic- xangingfmm 1 to 
100 percent, peakjng for a rellectivity 

EachCGHQlinderNdissnrromdal 

grating which diffram tbe collimated 
test beam back onto itself. By aUning 

byananmltarapemvelinearreflective 

rtdjustmentscrewstoI.emweth:amIular 
titefringestheCGHdis0ptically 
aligned to youri!mfmmehtrtertbeam 

PAMPB(DING 

Formarry4-khinter&mmeters,bxight- 
nesswiube~wknm~toan 
aptme smallerthanabout030 mm 

S i  Models Available 
We offer six standard CGH cylinder 
Nulls for use with 632.8 mn wavelength 
intederometers. Model H45FLSC is 
e-beam mastered on commercial photo- 
maskblanks.Othumodelsarecontaa 
printedfrorne-beamsubmasterso~ 
precisionsubstrates. 

MechanicalinterfeerencewiththeCGH 
framewilI reduce& maximum convex 
cykderxadiusfromBFD. toRmPtfor 
testcylin&.xslargerthantkCM~~. 

Meeting Your Needs 
We can provide custom CGH Cylinder 
Nulls for otherF/#’s or wavelcngth~. 
Please allow us the opportunity to ad- 
dRssyouri?sp~ctestingtesting~. 

CCiI3cylinderNUIlS~SWitCkdbetween 
positive and negative focal length by 
revexsingthetilt ofthecotlinatedinput 
beamBothdBxaaed Ordersexis tand 
th:conectwavefiontmustbeselected. 

Easy to Use 
Step 1: 
Mount CGH CylinderNull inc~lli- 
ma!ed test beam with logo Eacing 
test optic. 

Step 2: 
Ti 1 degree C.C.W. abouty-axisfor 
wwergingtestbeam or 1 degm c-w. 
for diverging test beam. Adjust tilt- 
tip to null anrmiaraligMlentfringes. 

Adjust test cylindertilt, tip, focus and 
dodtto q u k  andmdlixueferogram 

F i i u  Flat A 

Model H95F3C 

Six-Axis Mount 

~ ~~~~~ 
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At Diffraction Intermtioml, we special- 
ize in dif€mctive optics. Our smffhas 
over 15 y m  experience in CGH and 
binary optics technology. Our goal is to 
become a leading supplier of custom 
precision difbxive optics. As a small 
business, we offerflexiiility, attention 
and fast rtsponse. 

General Description 
CGH Photomasks are the basis of our 
diffractive optic products and are also 
used diRctly as diffiactive optical ele- 
m a .  CGH Photomasks an encoded 
using OWHoloMask softwan aod writ- 
ten using a MEBES e-beam libgnphy 
system. me MEBES is tbe standard 
photomasktool intbemicroelectronics 
industry. In ~solur i04 acwacy and 
fonnat size, it is uIlSurpaSSed for CGH 
writing. unfortunately, the MEBES pt- 
ternvocabulary is limitedto trapezoids. 
OurHoloMask software acRpatcIy en- 
codes a diffsadvt optic element using 
a minimum number of tbese uapmids. 

Solvent Develop 

Chrome Etch 

Resist Strip 

Resolution and Feature Size 
Patterns are written in a raster manner. 
The range of address nsolution, or 
pixel size, is 0.10 to 1.1 micron Com- 
mon address sizes are 0.50.0.25 and 
0.10 micron 

ONAXIS OFF- GENERAL 

I I 

Becauseofurposureproximi~dfects, 
the minimum feahne size shouidbe not 
less than 5 pixels. This is seldom a hi- 
tation for CGH patterns since a mini- 
mum of 10 pixels per gating period (5 
pixels per line or space) is =quirea to 
achieve a typical recording accuracy of 
0.1 fringe. Featw sizes below 0.7 mi- 
mns are extremely difficult to control 
inpnxrssing. 

Aperture 
Withinarcctangulardatafieki, aper- 
tuns of any shape may be encoded Pat- 
terns may not exceed the MEBES 
physical reticle limit of 155x155 mm 

O p t i d  Prescription 
Theopticalphasefunctionissptcifed 
by an equarion V i y  any functional 
fonn Hxy) can be accomodated Sim- 
ple zone plate lenses may be specified 
by giving the focal lengthand wave- 
I a g h  More general phase functions 

nomials or by zemike polynomials. We 
will accept Sweatt model wavefront pre- 
scriptions. We c a n h  write a m o m  
wavefront evaluation subroutine or Iink 
to your code. 

mo- are dKCnbedby radial or CaReSian 

Most O h n ,  phase function coefiicients 
are generated by an optical design pro- 
gram. We are familiarwith Code V. 

Oslo, ZEMAX and GENIi formats. If 
yourphasehaion quires a large 
number of coefficients, we ask that you 
supply it on floppy disk. 

Units and Dimensions 
We usualiy design in millimetus but 
can accomodate any unit of measure. 
Wavelength is in microns or mome- 
tm.  The MEBES works in microns. 

Artwork Generation 
In addition to the phase function, other 
image elements such as fiducials, title 
blocks, etc. may be included. A cower- 
sion program for customer generated 
AutoCAD DXF fdes is avaiiable. or we 
can produce CAD layouts from your 
sketcbes. Points and zero width lines 
are ignored. Text is convened to a 
monospace font. 

Pattern Composition 
Multiple images may be combined to 
form an o v e d  panern Images may 
overiap and can be either positive (digit- 
ized area exposedlclear) or negative 

difficult to add dark features within a 
positive panem or c l a  features within 
a negative panem The MEBES writes 
most efficienUy when pattern repeat in 
arectanguiaranay.Thisisofientrueof 
lenslet anays or linear gratines. 

(digitized aIea unexposedldark). It is 
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LENSLFT ARRAY 

Pattern Accuracy 
Overall panem accuracy is determined 

ton errors. Tbe registration acmacy of 
tbeMEBES isbuterthan0.15 microns 
(30) for an addresr size of 0.25 micron 
Allow for somnvbaf less accuracy 
whenusing largeraddress sizes. E d  
ing actlll;lcy is user specified inphase 
ardlor linear units. Tighttr accu~;~cy 
Specswillnsultin Iargcrdatasets and 
longer write times. 

by uroding, did-0% and =&la- 

Complexity 

BES data format in describing CGHs, 
greater- may beRquiredto input 
ardrastcrizethedatathaninactual 
wriring. It is relatively easy to sptcify a 
CGH pattern whicb, while pomile, 
would exceed moa budgets. Panem 
complexity depends on a number of fac- 
t o ~  including pixel size. encoding aca~- 
racy, and encoding algorithm. For 
off-axis CGHs, encoding efficiencies re- 
sult when Wes a~ oriented padel 
to they axis. We strive to select the 
most cost &ective crroding parame- 
ters to meet your requirements. 

B- of tht ine&cien~y of tk ME- 

Verification 
Our encoding and diigitization algorithms 
are rigorously verified through both 
internal and e x t e d  checks. Violations 
ofuserspecified~toleraxk%s 
are nported to a log &file. 

Phasefunctioncoefficientsareechoed 
to a log file. A table of phase function 
values at customer specified aperture 
locations can also be generated 

Test plots of any pattern region can be 
provided. Please specify plot d e .  We 
offer AutoCAD DXF plots on floppy 
disk, leaer size 300 dpi laser plots. or 
Versatec plots to 40 inch on vellum 

N i n  2i marks are usuaUy included in 
CGH paaem. Their locations may be 
Ineasud to verify positional metrology. 

Substrate 
Weusesy-ukticfusedsilicapbmmask 
blanks because o€ their ultra-low 
thermal expansion. high index homoge- 
neity, and superior etching properties. 
Tkse are coated to anopt id  density 
of 3.0 (950 A) with either anti-dec- 
tive (1 1%) or bright (55%) chrome. 

Photomask sizes are listed below. We 
usecommercial blanksof the highest 
availableflataess grades. The flatness 
spec n f e K  to tbe face side, although 
the back side is Of similar Wty. Fiat- 
ness is better over smaller apertures. 

For ciitical applications, we offer cus- 
tom polished 5009 substrates in an 

ltxa-precisionfhbs p d e  (Fbness 
M e  01) with a transmitted wavefrorrt 
istortion of ;VI0 P-V at 633 nm 

lrith tranrrmssl . 'oninterferograms. 
'haeserializedsubstratesaresupplied 

Zoatings 
Helectric anti-reflective coatings can 
a applied to the back side of CGH 
ihotom&s. A Coating is standard With 
urcustompoiished5(~~substmtes. - 
htting, Edging and Mounting 
:GH photomasIcs canbe cut, centered 
nd edged to customer specifications. 
Ve offer standad or custom mounting 

'rices and Delivery 
'lease call or.f%x us for a quotation 
;ingle quantity CGH photomask prices 
legin at S1950. Replicas an rtlatively 
ss expensive. Standard delivery is 3 
reeks. Rush delivery is often available 
1 a modest premium. 

Additional Literaturn I 
Bina~yOptin 

0 CGHFxame~andM~unts 
0 CGHNullAdapter 
"Desktop computer encoding of elec- 
tmn-beam written hologmms," in 
Compter-Generated Holography 

S. M Arnold 

"E-beam fabrication of computer 
generated holograms," Optical Engi- 
neering 24(5). 803-807 (1985). 
s. M. Arnold 

II, SPIE Vol. 884,23-26 (1988). 

I 
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At Diffmuion International, we special- 
ize in diffractive optics. Our staff has 

b k q  optics technology. Ourgoal isto 
becomt a leading supplier of custom 
precision diffractive optics. As a small 
business, we offer flexibility, attention 
and fast respome. 

over 15 years experience in CGH and 

Binary Optics 

tive optics with tbe panern etckd to a 
nominal phase aepthofx. This i n m a s  

fracted order by a fanor of 4. 

B k q  CGHs sudace reliddi&~- 

tk intensity O f  all bld the ~ ~ 0 t h  dif- 

The term binary optic is commonly 
applied to any quantized-phase grating 
& produced by rnulbask litho- 
graphic techniques. Additional masks 
fiuthcr imease dif€mction efficiency. 
AnMmask process yields N=2M 
phase levels. 

Fabrication 
Fabrication begins with the encoding 
and e-beam writing of one or more CGH 
Photomasks as d d k d  in a separate 
bulletin A CGH photomask may 
become the bimy optic, or it may be 
contact printed to another substrate. 

ZND MASK LITHOGRAPHY 

Both ion milling and reactive ion etch- 
ing O a r e u s e d t o  cnatesurfaare- 
lief patterns. RIE more mdily produces 
dap, square-bottomed features and 
uses tbe chrome paaernas an etch 
mask. Ion milIing yields better etch 
depth unifoxmity and lower scatter, but 
producesless4uare sidewallsand~su- 
ally Rquires a photoresist etch mask 
ohen. tbe deciding factor is feahae size. 

Thne methods we use to adda so~omi 
panern level are e-beam direct write, Ia- 
ser diren write, and contact photolithog- 
raphy. Quartz photomask substrates are 

1ST MASK LITHOGRAPHY 

O W T Z  Cuss 

CHROME & 9 0  ION ETCH 
m - 7  - .-- - - 

STRIP k CHROME ETCH - 

BINARY 

CHROME k 180 ION ETCH 

m-1 

STRIP k CHROME ETCH 

r---J--U 
U H A S E  CGH FABRlCAllON 

f 
11% 

MULTI-PHASE 

uscdfordirect writing and tbe process 
is equivalent to phase shift mask fabri- 
cation for the microelectronics i n d u s ~ ~ .  

Compared to VLSI electronics, fabrica- 
tion of biw optics requiRs vely deep 
anisotropic etching and stringent align- 
ment tolerances. but localized defects 
are of much less concern 

Diffraction Efiiciency 
The scalar theory difhction efficiency 
of an N-phase bimy gmtins is 

More rigorous -or diffraction theory 
reduces the aaainable effciency for 
fine period. bw gratings on sub- 
strates of low refmctive index 
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BINARY 4-PHASE GRATING 

k 
Q 0-2- 

na - 
am 0.10 0.15 OJO 

MASK ALIGNMENT ERROR (periods) 

For muiti-phase CGHs, alignment of 
subsequent mask levels is the most criti- 
cal parameter limiting c l i f fdon  efii- 
ciency. Knot aligned to beaer than 0.08 
grating period. a second mask level does 
more ham than good. Alignment to 0.05 
grating period is d y  required to jus- 
tify a second mask level. 

DBmctionlntematiodralwsasoftware 
model to pndict binan, and multi-phase 
CGH diffraction efficiencies for vari- 
ous values of etch depth. mask mis- 
alignment, and linewidthvariation 

Dammann Gratings 
Dammanngmings areatype ofbinary 
phase grating used to produce a one- or 
two-dimensional anay of equal-intensity 
light spots. Applications include laser 

and structured illumination 
beam multiplexinp;, optical computing, 

Dammann gratings are useful for anay 
sizesuptoabaut41~41 spots.Above 
that Site, problems with the computa- 
tion and with tk resolution become 
domimu There are 2N possible solu- 
tions for an N-th order gmting (2N+1 
spots) and the resolution requirements 
-as Nm. Also. small mrs in 
etch depth will cause the cemd spot to 
become much brighter than the others. 

9 X 9 DAMMANN GRATING 

'Coatings 
Dielecaic anti-reflective coatings can 
be applied to one or both faccs of a 
b;larv optic. Although coating petform- 
axe is degraded on the etched face, the 
coating can still be beneficial iffeamlt 
sksareiarge compad IO the coating 
thidmess. 

Binary optics may be aluminized to m- 
ate diffnctive refleaion optics. The re- 
quired etch depths on Si& are much 
less than for tmnrmissive optics. Reflec- 
tive biriary elements canalso be mated 
by omitting the ion etch and aluminiz- 
ing over an etcbed chrome pattern 

Replication 
We offer binary and multi-phase dBac- 

Sitbograpfry from e-beammancrs. 
Achiemble specifications depcnd ontbe 
subsnate. Best results are obtained with 
pbtomask or wafer4kc substmtes for 
wbich good contact can be achieved be- 
tween photomask and subsaate. 

tive optics procfuad by contact photo- 

Binary optics can also be nplicated by 
inexpensive compression molding. Mas- 
ters for replication are made of nickel 
electroformed on a quartz original. We 
can direct you to vendors who will xep- 
Iicate our binary masters. While dBm- 

the replication process, wefront  qual- 
ity is typically somewhat degraded. 

tion ac iency  is usually mahtaid in 

Achievable Specifications 
We current& offer 2- and 4-phase bi- 
nary CGHs produced by e-beam direct 

avdable on a variety of photomask 
substrates including our custom-pol- 
isbd ultxa-fla!fm9 plates. Thee 
phase CGHs are currently offered only 
on commercial 6025 quartz photomask 
blanks. Minimum feahlre Size is 0 5  mi- 
cron The overlay tolemnce for 4-pha.se 
panems is 0 2  micron Etch deptb mi- 
fonnity is f4% over 60 mm. 

writing. The 2 - p k  biriary CGHs 

Diffraction efficiencies of 35% are read- 
ily achieved for 2-phase binary optics. 
Efficiency is quite insensitive to etch 
depth, although a S?h -on will 
cause a MO P-V wavefront distomon 

We continually seek to expand our 
binary CGH capabilities in response to 
customer needs. Please allow us the o p  
portunity to address your requirements. 

Additional Literature 

0 CGHPhotomasks 
0 CGHF~amesandMoW 

1 I 
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Test Deep 
General 

Asp herics 
-with Your 

Existing 
Interferometer 

B Accurate 
I Affordable 
I Easy t o  Align 
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